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Abstract
This paper presents a projection-based approach for solving conic feasibility problems.
To find a point in the intersection of a cone and an affine subspace, we simply project
a point onto this intersection. This projection is computed by dual algorithms operating a
sequence of projections onto the cone, and generalizing the alternating projection method. We
release an easy-to-use Matlab package implementing an elementary dual projection algorithm.
Numerical experiments show that, for solving some semidefinite feasibility problems, the
package is competitive with sophisticated conic programming software. We also provide a
particular treatment of semidefinite feasibility problems modeling polynomial sum-of-squares
decomposition problems.
1 Introduction
Conic and semidefinite feasibility problems. We consider in this paper the problem of
finding a point in the intersection of a convex cone K with an affine subspace A. In mathematical
terms, this convex (conic) feasibility problem consists in finding x ∈ Rn such that
{
Ax = b
x ∈ K,
(1)
where matrix A ∈ Rm×n and vector b ∈ Rm are given, and affine subspace A is defined by the
equations Ax = b. In practice, K is often the nonnegative orthant, the second-order cone (or
quadratic cone, or Lorentz cone) or the cone of positive semidefinite matrices (SDP cone for
short) - as well as direct products of these cones. For instance, the basic SDP feasibility problem
(with one SDP cone) consists in finding a matrix X ∈ Rn×n satisfying
{
trace(AiX) = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
X  0,
(2)
where the Ai are symmetric matrices and the notation X  0 means that X is positive semidef-
inite. Note that we can introduce x ∈ Rn
2
as the vector obtained by stacking columns of matrix
X and reformulate the matrix problem (2) as vector problem (1) where A ∈ Rm×n
2
is the matrix
with the stacked Ai as rows, and K stands for the SDP cone.
Many engineering problems can be formulated as semidefinite or conic feasibility problems.
In particular, control theory is one of the first areas that used SDP modelling [6]. For exam-
ple in robust control, the search of quadratic Lyapunov functions for uncertain linear systems
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yields naturally an SDP feasibility problem. Another engineering example that leads to a conic
feasibility problem is sensor network localization, see e.g. [50] and references therein. Solving
efficiently conic feasibility can also have applications in conic programming itself, for example
for finding starting points or, following [27], for solving linear conic programming problems as
conic feasibility problems after formulation of the optimality conditions.
In this paper, we illustrate our developments on a particular application problem: the test
of nonnegativity of polynomials via sum-of-squares (SOS) decompositions. The study of re-
lationships between nonnegative and SOS polynomials has numerous applications, notably in
polynomial programming, global optimization, signal processing and control theory, see e.g.
[21, 10, 19, 29]. The bottomline is that checking if a polynomial is nonnegative is an NP-hard
problem whereas checking if it is SOS is tractable since it reduces to an SDP feasibility problem,
see Section 4.2.
Solving feasibility problems by conic programming. Once an engineering problem is
modeled as a conic feasibility problem, it can be solved using powerful tools of conic programming.
The natural approach is to use linear conic programming, see e.g. [51], [3]. We compute a
solution of



minx c
⊤x
Ax = b
x ∈ K,
(3)
producing a feasible solution of (1), where c ∈ Rn is a given vector. Primal-dual infeasible
interior points are among the most efficient methods to solve general conic problems [34].
In this paper, we introduce and study an alternative approach based on projections. Thinking
about the problem geometrically, the idea consists in computing a feasible point by projecting
onto the intersection of the cone and the affine subspace. In mathematical terms, this projection
problem can be written as



minx
1
2
‖x− c‖2
Ax = b
x ∈ K,
(4)
where c ∈ Rn is the point to project. The (squared) norm appearing in the objective function
is ‖x‖2 = x⊤x, the (squared) Euclidean norm associated with the standard inner product in
R
n. For example, the projection problem involving the SDP cone that we consider to compute
a feasible point of (2) can be written as



minX
1
2
‖X −C‖2
trace(AiX) = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
X  0
(5)
where C ∈ Rn×n is the matrix to project. The norm here is the so-called Frobenius norm,
associated with the standard inner product in the space of symmetric matrices ‖X‖2 = trace(X2).
Note that if the feasible domain is nonempty, there exists a unique solution to the projection
problem, for any given c. The choice of the point c to be projected depends on some prior
knowledge on the underlying conic feasibility problem. To fix ideas, one can choose c = 0 by
default; as we explain later, this choice is often interesting.
The approach we propose in this paper is to use these projection problems, special cases of
quadratic conic programming problems, to solve conic feasibility problems. This approach has
a geometric appeal, but the key for practical success is that problem (4) is generally “easier” to
solve than problem (3), given the same feasible domain. Problem (4) looks more complicated
than problem (3) since its objective function is quadratic rather than linear. It turns out that
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the coercivity of the objective function provides nice properties to the dual problem, which can
then be solved efficiently by a succession of projections onto teh cone, as we explain later on in
Section 2. Thus in practice, we can solve (4) with this dual approach as soon as we can project
onto cone K. It is the case in particular for the cones we consider (polyhedral, second-order and
SDP cones).
Numerical solvers using this dual approach have been recently developed to solve problems (4)
and (5) in general, or specific instances. The dual approach was proposed in [33], then revisited
by [8] in the case of SDP cone, and then enhanced by [43] and [5] for a particular projection
problem. Other approaches, among them interior-points [49] and alternative projections [25],
have also been studied to solve (4) and (5). We aim at showing in this paper that these new
solvers should be considered as alternatives to standard linear conic programming solvers for
solving conic feasibility problems. For other projection algorithms based on different techniques,
we refer to [12] (Dikin ellipsoids), and [44] (relaxed projections onto the intersection of two cones).
Contributions and structure of the paper. This paper proposes a new approach based on
projections for solving conic feasibility problems. We list below the main contributions of this
paper.
1. We introduce the projection methods in the context of solving conic feasibility problems.
We aim at showing that these new conic programming methods can be considered as
alternatives to standard approaches.
2. From a more theoretical point of view, we develop a geometric treatment of the conic
feasibility problem. We explain the intrinsic meaning of the standard Slater condition and
its special role in the projection methods.
3. We release a Matlab software, simple and easy-to-use, implementing an elementary pro-
jection algorithm. We experiment with it on feasibility problems, showing that a rough
implementation can be competitive with more sophisticated conic programming software.
More precisely, we compare with SeDuMi [47], which is known to be one of the best lin-
ear conic programming solvers, and which is widely used in engineering, see for example
[20, 21, 10].
4. We illustrate the developments on polynomial SOS decomposition, a particular instance
of SDP feasibility problems. In particular, we provide a regularization process that forces
good properties for projection solvers.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents what we called the projection algo-
rithms, a family of dual algorithms for solving the projection problem (4). Then Section 3 deals
with the Slater condition, which has a geometric appeal in our context, in addition to its role in
the convergence of the projection algorithms. In Section 4, some properties of the semidefinite
feasibility problem (2) are further studied in the case of polynomial SOS decompositions. Sec-
tion 5 presents a Matlab software implementing an elementary projection algorithm. Numerical
illustrations of the projection algorithm for these semidefinite problems are finally exposed and
discussed in Section 6.
2 Dual algorithm to project onto the intersection
As stated in the introduction, in order to find a feasible point for problem (1), we project a
point onto the intersection of a cone and an affine subspace, or equivalently, we solve problem
(4). In this section, we review the dual approach of [33] to solve this projection problem, and we
introduce the (dual) projection algorithm we use later.
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To start, note that if the intersection K∩A is nonempty, problem (4) has a unique solution,
namely the projection of point c onto the intersection of these two closed convex sets. In the
remainder of the paper, we make the following assumptions:
• the intersection K ∩A is nonempty,
• the cone K has full dimension (intK 6= ∅),
• the affine constraints are linearly independent (matrix A has full row-rank).
These assumptions are usually satisfied in practice. It is the case for the applications listed in
the introduction, in particular for our target application, testing if a polynomial is SOS.
The approach of [33] consists in using the mechanism of Lagrangian duality (see ChapterXII
of [26]) and then taking advantage of the geometrical features of the problem. We introduce the
Lagrangian, a function of primal variable x ∈ K and dual variable y ∈ Rm
L(x, y) :=
1
2
‖c− x‖2 − y⊤(Ax− b), (6)
and the corresponding concave dual function
θ(y) := min
x∈K
L(x; y), (7)
which is to be maximized. We denote by PK the projection operator onto K. We can show [33,
Th.3.1] that there exists a unique point which reaches the above minimum,
x(y) := PK(c + A
⊤y), (8)
and that there holds (up to a constant)
θ(y) = −
1
2
‖x(y)‖2 + b⊤y. (9)
It is also not difficult to show [33, Th.3.2] that the concave function θ is differentiable on Rm,
with a gradient
∇θ(y) = −Ax(y) + b (10)
which is Lipschitz continuous. This regularity has great impact in practice: it opens the way
for using standard algorithms for unconstrained differentiable optimization; we can cite, among
others, gradient, quasi-Newton, limited memory quasi-Newton, truncated generalized Newton,
or Nesterov’s method (see textbooks [38], [4] and paper [36]).
Among these methods, we consider in particular the gradient method in Section 3.1 for an
interpretation of alternating projections, and quasi-Newton for our basic implementation of this
approach, see Section 5. The dual problem can be tackled with classical tools, and we get directly
the primal solution x∗ of (4) from a dual solution y∗, more precisely we have x∗ = x(y∗), see
[33]. Thus we have the following dual method to solve problem (4).
Algorithm 2.1 (computing the projection onto the intersection). Use an optimization code
for functions with Lipschitz gradient to maximize θ on Rm. This code generates a maximizing
sequence {yk}k together with:
xk = x(yk), ∇θ(yk) = −Axk + b and θ(yk) = −
1
2
‖xk‖
2 + yk
⊤b.
If there exists a dual solution y∗ and at iteration k the algorithm computes an approximate
solution yk, then xk is an approximation of the unique solution of problem (4) in the sense that
if ‖y − yk‖ ≤ ε, then ‖x− xk‖ ≤ ‖A‖ε.
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There is a standard assumption ensuring the existence of dual solutions and then the relevance
of this algorithm for solving the problem (4): it is the (primal) Slater condition assuming that
there exists a stricly feasible point in the intersection, that is
∃ x̄ ∈ Rn : Ax̄ = b, x̄ ∈ intK.
We emphasize that this assumption ensures a good behaviour of the projection algorithm whereas
the dual Slater condition, or strong complementarity condition, does not have such a role. In
the next section, we discuss its geometric meaning and its role in projection methods.
3 Slater condition and regular intersection
The role of Slater condition in conic programming has been underlined many times; see for
instance the textbook [7] and the recent review [48] for more references. In this section, we
argue that this condition is natural in our situation, by stating equivalent geometric conditions,
Farkas-like alternative results, relating this to regularity and projection algorithms. We mention
different points of view and techniques coming from variational analysis.
3.1 Regular intersection
The Slater condition ensures good behavior of the dual algorithm, but it is not just a technical
assumption: it carries out a geometric meaning, intrinsic for the feasibility problem we consider.
Before seeing this, we need more notation. Given a cone K in Rn, its polar cone is defined as the
set of points of Rn whose projection onto K is 0, or in mathematical terms,
K◦ := {y ∈ Rn : y⊤x ≤ 0, x ∈ K}.
The normal cone to K at x ∈ K is denoted NK(x). The tangent cone to K at x ∈ K is denoted
TK(x). We also remind that NK(x) = (TK(x))
◦. We say that K and A can be separated if
∃u 6= 0 ∈ Rn, α ∈ R, ∀k ∈ K, a ∈ A : u⊤k ≤ α ≤ u⊤a,
and we say thatK andA are strictly separated if the second inequality is strict. For the definitions
and properties of these basic notions of convex analysis, see e.g. [45], [26].
Proposition 3.1 (Slater assumption). In our context, the following properties are equivalent:
(i) intK ∩A 6= ∅,
(ii) TK(x) + ker A = R
n, ∀x ∈ K ∩ A,
(iii) NK(x) ∩ spanA
⊤ = {0}, ∀x ∈ K ∩ A,
(iv) 0 /∈ int(K −A),
(v) K and A cannot be separated.
Proof. Properties (i)-(iii)-(v) are equivalent by Theorem 2.8 and the associated propositions of
[35]. The idea is that these properties all correspond to the fact that x is not an “extreme point”
of {K,A} (such extremality is a key concept of [35]). The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) comes from
polar duality: following [45, 16.4.2] we write
(TK(x) + ker A)
◦ = (TKx)
◦ ∩ (ker A)◦ = NK(x) ∩ spanA
⊤,
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that gives the equivalence. Finally we just have to prove the equivalence of (i) and (iv). To
see this, we use that intK 6= ∅ to first get int(K − a) 6= ∅ for a ∈ A, and then int(K − a) ⊂
int(K −A) 6= ∅. Therefore we can write with the help of [45, 6.6.2]
int(K −A) = ri(K −A) = riK − riA = intK −A.
This leads to the equivalence and ends the proof.
The above properties often come into play when studying general convex feasibility problems,
see e.g. [2], [16]. Roughly speaking they mean that the feasibility problem is “well-posed” from
a geometric point of view. The authors of [31] say that the intersection is “regular” and they
connect that to the so-called metric regularity and the distance to ill-posedness. In our situation,
the regularity of the intersection K∩A is equivalent to the Slater condition or, again, to the fact
that K and A cannot be separated by an hyperplane. For another example, the intersection of
smooth manifolds is regular if they intersect transversally [30]. This regularity has an important
algorithmic impact for basic projection methods, as explained in the next section.
3.2 Alternating projections
The regularity of the intersection of K and A turns out to have interesting algorithmic conse-
quences. This regularity is indeed the key assumption to have linear convergence of alternating
and averaged projection methods [31]. In this section, we draw a clear connection between the
dual projection algorithm 2.1 and an alternating projection scheme, giving one more argument
that the Slater assumption is natural in our situation. However note already that the algorithm
that will be presented in Section 5 is not an alternating projection method, but is related to it,
as we explain after Proposition 3.3 below. An alternating projection algorithm for solving some
conic feasibility problems of control theory (modeled as intersections of two cones) is presented
in the recent work [44].
The alternating projection method is a simple and intuitive algorithmic scheme that can
be applied to find a point in the intersection of two sets: it consists in projecting the initial
point onto the first set, say A, then projecting the new point onto the second set, K, and then
projecting again the new point onto A and keep on projecting alternatively. In other words, it
consists in repeating the operation:
X ← PK(PA(X)). (11)
If the sets have a regular intersection, this algorithm converges linearly to a point in the intersec-
tion and we have an estimate of the speed of convergence. For two convex sets, see for instance
[16], for the general case, see the local result of [31].
In our situation, one of the two subsets is affine, so we have an explicit projection onto it:
the projection of x on A is
PA(x) = x−A
⊤[AA⊤]−1(Ax− b) (12)
since we assumed that matrix A has full row-rank. We could apply this alternating projection
scheme as soon as we know how to project onto cone K. It is the case in particular for the
nonnegative orthant, the second-order cone, and the SDP cone. However the convergence of
this method is slow, more precisely it is linear, with a rate of convergence generally close to 1,
depending on the cosine of the angle between NK(x̄) and span A
⊤, see [31].
The so-called Dykstra’s correction [11] ensures convergence to the projection of c onto the
intersection - and not only to a point in the intersection. In practice a correction is added before
projection onto the cone K, roughly speaking, to compensate the curvature of K.
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Algorithm 3.2 (Corrected alternating projection). Set δ0 = 0, a0 = c, x0 = PK(c); then
for k = 1, 2, . . .
ãk = ak−1 − δk−1 (Dyskstra’s correction)
xk = PK(ãk)
δk = xk − ãk
ak = PA(xk)
end
The alternating projection method has a dual interpretation: in the right metric, it is essen-
tially a gradient optimization algorithm to maximize the dual function. This is stated in the
following proposition, generalizing a result of [33] on the nearest correlation matrix problem.
Proposition 3.3. The sequence (xk)k generated by Algorithm 3.2 is the same as the sequence
(x(yk))k of Algorithm 2.1 applied to the sequence (yk)k produced by the scheme
y0 = 0, yk+1 = yk + [AA
⊤]−1∇θ(yk), (13)
namely a gradient algorithm in the metric [AA⊤]−1 to maximize the dual function (9).
Proof. By definition, we just need to prove by recurrence that ãk = c + A
⊤yk. It is true for
k = 0; suppose it holds for k, then:
ãk+1 = ak − δk
= ak − xk + ãk
= −A⊤[AA⊤]−1(Axk − b) + ãk
= −A⊤[AA⊤]−1(Ax(yk)− b) + c + A
⊤yk
= c + A⊤(yk − [AA
⊤]−1(Ax(yk)− b))
= c + A⊤yk+1 ,
[definition of ãk+1]
[definition of δk]
[(12) and definition of ak]
[recurrence assumptions]
[(10) and definition of yk+1]
hence xk+1 = PK(δk+1) = PK(c + A
⊤yk+1) = x(yk+1), and the result is proved.
Thus (corrected) alternating projections have a dual interpretation, as a gradient method
with constant step size to solve the dual problem. Therefore, we can say that Algorithm 2.1 is,
in some sense, a generalization of the alternating projection method. This is an argument in
favor of more evolved techniques to maximize the dual function in Algorithm 2.1: a Newton-
like method for solving the dual problem may be more efficient. In Section 5 we give a basic
implementation of this algorithm using a quasi-Newton method.
3.3 Empty intersection
We would like to be able to detect during the run of Algorithm 2.1 if the intersection K ∩ A is
empty. The conic feasibility problem
{
A⊤y ∈ K◦
b⊤y > 0
(14)
gives a certificate of infeasibility of (1). If there is a feasible solution of (14) then there is no
feasible solution of (1), as formalized in the next statement.
Proposition 3.4. (i) If K ∩A 6= ∅, then there is no feasible solution of (14).
(ii) Assume c = 0; if there exists y such that x(y) = 0, then K ∩A = ∅.
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Proof. To prove (i), take a feasible point x ∈ K ∩A and any point y ∈ Rm such that A⊤y ∈ K◦,
and observe that the fact that A⊤y and x lie in polar cones implies
0 ≥ x⊤A⊤y = (Ax)⊤y = b⊤y.
To prove (ii), assuming c = 0, note that we have the equivalence
A⊤y ∈ K◦ ⇐⇒ PK(A
⊤y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x(y) = 0,
the second equivalence coming from definition (8). Hence (ii) is just the converse statement
of (i).
This proposition has two interesting consequences. First, a vector y in (14) is a certificate
of infeasibility of our problem (1). Second, if c = 0, checking this certificate during the run of
Algorithm 2.1 costs nothing numerically: since we compute ‖x(y)‖2 when evaluating the dual
function (9), we just test if this term is nonzero. If c 6= 0, we have to compute an extra projection
onto the cone to check if PK(A
⊤y) = 0. This is an argument in favor of taking c = 0 when the
modelling process of a problem into the form (1) does not give any clue on intrinsic choices of c.
Following Proposition 3.4, a question remains of whether there always exists a vector y
satisfying (14) when K and A do not intersect. The answer is yes if K and A do not intersect
“strictly”, as precised in the next proposition.
Proposition 3.5. If K and A can be strictly separated, then there exists a feasible solution to
(14).
Proof. Let u ∈ Rn and α ∈ R realizing the strict separation
∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A : u⊤k ≤ α < u⊤a.
Note first that α ≥ 0 since 0 ∈ K. We prove now that u ∈ K◦. For x ∈ K and t > 0, we have
tx ∈ K so tu⊤x ≤ α. Letting t→ +∞, we get u⊤x ≤ 0, which proves u ∈ K◦. Finally, we prove
that u ∈ spanA⊤. Decompose u = A⊤y + z with A⊤y ∈ span A⊤ and z ∈ ker A. We have for all
a ∈ A,
α < u⊤a = y⊤b + z⊤a.
Then, for a fixed a0 ∈ A and t > 0, take at = a0 − tk in A, and use the above inequality to get
for all t > 0
α− y⊤b− z⊤z0 < −t‖z‖
2
which implies z = 0 and therefore u = A⊤y ∈ spanA⊤. We can conclude: u = A⊤y lies in K◦
and 0 ≤ α < A⊤y
⊤
a = y⊤b, and we have a feasible y in (14).
This result is a sort of Farkas alternative result: see the standard Farkas lemma for polyhedral
cones in [46] and for SDP cones in [1]. As pointed out to us by Jean-Bernard Lasserre, there
exist also extensions in more general settings, see [9] and [7] for instance, of which our situation
is a particular case. The proofs of these results all use a separation argument. In our context,
the proof is easy, so that we include it above for completeness.
4 SDP feasibility and SOS decomposition
In this section, we emphasize two features of particular SDP feasibility problems: first, the rank
of the feasible matrix computed by solving problem (4); second, the absence of Slater condition
for SDP feasibility problems coming from polynomial SOS decomposition.
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4.1 Rank of the solution and semidefiniteness
Though it is required that SDP feasibility problem (2) has full-rank solutions to avoid numerical
troubles, the dual algorithm turns out to find low-rank solutions, as detailed just below. To
some extent, projection algorithms for solving conic feasibility problems are opposite to interior-
point algorithms that yield solutions with the highest possible rank. Applied to problem (3), an
interior-point algorithm aims indeed at finding the solution which lies deepest inside the feasible
domain, by using a barrier on the boundary of K [3].
As a projection method, the dual algorithm gives naturally points on the boundary of the
cone, since the last operation is a projection onto the cone. Thus, for the SDP cone, the last
iterate does not have full rank usually. Actually we can state a more precise result: if the
solution X∗ of problem (5) has full rank, then it means that the problem has an explicit closed-
form solution.
Lemma 4.1 (Trivial case). Assume that there exists a primal-dual solution (X∗, y∗) to problem
(5). If X∗ is full-rank, then we have the closed form solution
y∗ = G−1(γ − b)
where G ∈ Rm×m has entries Gij = trace(AiAj), and γ ∈ R
m has entries γi = trace(AiC).
Proof. Note first that G is a Gram matrix constructed with independent elements Ai, so it is
nonsingular. Note also that the projection operator (17) always decreases the rank. Thus, if
X∗ is full-rank, so is C +
∑
i Aiyi, and therefore X
∗ = C +
∑m
i=1 Aiy
∗
i . Now use the fact that
bj = trace(AjX
∗), to get bj = trace(AjC) + (Gy
∗)j which permits to conclude.
Hence the matrices obtained by the projection algorithm are typically not full-rank. It is
interesting for the construction of SOS decompositions of polynomials: as explained in the next
section, the rank of the matrix X is the number of squared polynomials in the decomposition.
We are then naturally interested in “simple” decompositions, that is, with a minimum number
of squared polynomials. In contrast, an interior-point solver returns a maximum rank solution,
so a maximum number of squared polynomials.
The projection algorithm can provide a first answer for some SDP problems with rank con-
straints. Some control problems (including controller design, model reduction) require extra rank
constraint on the target matrix X, and can be modelled as:



〈Ai,X〉 = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
X  0
rank(X) = r,
(15)
see [17] for an early treatment. These problems appear also in the current trends to use sparsity
in signal processing and control theory. A popular heuristic algorithm is to introduce the trace
of the matrix to replace the rank, recent techniques use the nuclear norm [18]. Projection
methods give automatically a low-rank solution, that can be used as an initial guess to solve
problem (15). Obviously, there is no guarantee of getting the target rank r. This approach could
be nevertheless a first step or a preprocessing step for a more evolved technique. Recently, a
blend of projection and Newton’s methods was successfully used to solve rank-constrained SDP
problems from systems control [39].
We mention though that it is possible to guarantee positive definiteness if necessary. We
can even control the level of requested positive definiteness. The approach of Section 3 can deal
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with the constraint X  γI. To see this directly we use the change of variables Xγ = X − γI,
Cγ = C − γI, bγi = bi − γ trace(Ai) to transform



minX
1
2
‖X −C‖2
trace(AiX) = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
X  γI
into a problem of form (5):



minXγ
1
2
‖Xγ − Cγ‖
2
trace(AiY ) = bγi , i = 1, . . . ,m
Xγ  0.
This is an important feature for applications in control theory when computing coercive Lyapunov
functions, with γ the expected level of performance [6].
4.2 SOS decomposition
Let
p(t) =
∑
|α|≤2d
pαt
α
be a polynomial of the variable t = (t1, . . . , tp) ∈ R
p and of total degree 2d, with α ∈ Np
containing powers of each monomial, i.e. tα = tα1
1
· · · t
αp
p .
Proposition 4.2. Polynomial p(t) is a sum-of-squares (SOS) if and only if there exists a sym-
metric matrix X such that
p(t) = π(t)⊤X π(t), X  0 (16)
with π(t) a vector forming a basis of the space of polynomials of p variables of total degree d.
The rank of X corresponds to the number of squared polynomials in the decomposition.
This result is as fundamental as easy to prove. The idea is to use the eigenvectors (qi)i=1,...,r
associated to nonzero eigenvalues (λi)i=1,...,r of matrix X, to write
p(t) =
r
∑
i=1
λi(qi
⊤π(t))2,
where r is the rank of X, see [15, 42] and more recently [28, 37, 40, 41]. Note that the SOS
decomposition of p is not unique, and so is the decomposition (16). In particular, the number of
squared polynomials can differ from one SOS decomposition to another.
Here is an easy example of decomposition. Let π(t) = [1, t, t2]
⊤
with p = 1 and d = 2. The
polynomial t4 + 2t2 + 1 is SOS and it can be written as a sum of 3 squares:
t4 + 2 t2 + 1 = π(t)⊤


1 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 1

 π(t).
There is another formulation with one square:
t4 + 2 t2 + 1 = (t2 + 1)2 = π(t)⊤


1 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 1

 π(t).
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Observe now that the Slater condition is not always satisfied for SDP feasibility problems (2)
and (16). The condition corresponds to the existence of positive-definite (full-rank) matrix X,
or equivalently to an SOS decomposition with a maximum number of squares. We call such
polynomials strictly SOS.
Various strategies are available to reformulate the problem and reduce the size of the poly-
nomial basis, and hence of the matrix X. First, we can use the Newton polytope to restrict the
basis to monomials appearing in the convex hull of the exponents of the polynomial. Second, we
can exploit sign symmetries, and more generally, symmetry reductions based on invariant group
theory. See [41] for a recent overview, and [32] for an implementation-oriented survey. Such
a pre-processing step should be computationally cheaper than solving the SDP problem itself.
Even after a pre-processing phase, we have no guarantee that the Slater condition is satisfied,
and a direct application of the projection algorithm may run into troubles. We therefore propose
a regularization procedure to enforce the Slater condition as follows.
Given a polynomial p(t), the idea is to perturb it by a given strictly SOS polynomial q(t),
and we define
pε(t) := p(t) + εq(t) with q(t) := ‖π(t)‖
2, ε ∈ R
which has better properties for our purpose.
Lemma 4.3. For all ε > 0, we have
p is nonnegative ⇒ pε is nonnegative,
p is SOS ⇒ pε is SOS and the Slater condition is satisfied.
Proof. Since q(t) is SOS, it is obvious that pε is nonnegative (resp. SOS) as soon as p is nonneg-
ative (resp. SOS). The proof that the Slater condition is satisfied when p(t) is SOS is direct as
well: let X  0 be such that p(t) = π(t)⊤Xπ(t), then
pε(t) = π(t)
⊤Xπ(t) + ε‖π(t)‖2 = π(t)⊤X π(t) + επ(t)⊤π(t) = π(t)⊤(X + εI)π(t),
and by construction, the matrix X + εI is positive definite for any ε > 0.
We also have a converse property.
Lemma 4.4. For all polynom p, there exists ε0 > 0 such that for all ε ≤ ε0, we have
pε is nonnegative ⇒ p is nonnegative.
Proof. We prove the contraposed statement. Assume that there is a t0 ∈ R
p such that p(t0) < 0.
Set
ε0 =
−p(t0)
2q(t0)
> 0.
Note that ε0 is well-defined since p(t0) < 0 and for all t, q(t) > 0. This second inequality comes
from the fact that for all t, π(t) 6= 0 (indeed, if it was not the case, all the polynoms of the entries
of π(t) would have a common zero, which contradicts the fact it is a basis). This choice of ε0
implies that for all ε ≤ ε0
pε(t0) ≤ p(t0)/2 < 0
which shows that pε is not nonnegative.
Thus if p is SOS, pε has the good properties for our projection algoritm. Therefore testing
SOS, hence nonnegativity, of pε can be done efficiently with dual algorithms, see the numerical
experiments in Section 6. This leads to the following regularization process for testing nonnega-
tivity of p :
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1. Choose a small ε > 0.
2. Test if pε(t) = p(t)+ε‖π(t)‖
2 is SOS (with the projection method, since the Slater condition
is satisfied by Lemma 4.3).
3. Conclude on the nonnegativity of p (following Lemma 4.4).
If the initial polynomial p is SOS, this process indeed certifies that p is positive as soon as ε
is chosen small enough. Unfortunately, there is no automatic way to choose parameter ε a priori,
so we cannot give a general guarantee with this regularization. The numerical experiments of
Section 6.5 also show that the choice of ε ∈ [10−16, 10−2] impact the performance of the dual
solver.
5 SDLS: semidefinite least-squares software
This section introduces the Matlab package SDLS, a basic implementation of Algorithm 2.1. The
SDLS package is available by following instructions at
www.laas.fr/∼henrion/software/sdls
This implementation is not meant to be efficient and robust. Our main goal is to provide a
simple, user-friendly software for solving and experimenting with conic least-squares problems,
especially in the context of conic feasibility problems. Up to our knowledge, no such freeware
exists at this date. We aim at showing that a basic implementation can already be competitive
with the best interior-point solvers for solving certain classes of feasibility problems.
SDLS is a basic implementation of Algorithm 2.1 and then, in view of Proposition 3.3, it
can be seen as a generalization of the alternating projection method. Among all the numerical
methods to maximise the dual function, we choose a quasi-Newton algorithm which is known to
be efficient. Moreover it is required to compute x(y), for given dual variable y, and that boils
down to computing a projection onto K, remember (8). It is easy to compute the projections
onto polyhedral and second-order cones. It is also well-known, see for instance [24], that there is
an explicit projection onto the SDP cone. Suppose that X has the spectral decomposition
X = U Diag(λ1, . . . , λn)U
⊤
where λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn are the (ordered) eigenvalues of X and U is a corresponding orthonormal
matrix of eigenvectors of X. Then the projection of X onto the SDP cone K is
PK(X) = U Diag
(
max(0, λ1), . . . ,max(0, λn)
)
U⊤. (17)
Hence projecting onto the SDP cone boils down essentially to computing an eigendecomposition.
This is the most expensive operation in the algorithm.
Thus the two key numerical components of SDLS are the following:
• For the optimization code, we use an off-the-shelf Matlab implementation of quasi-Newton:
the freeware HANSO [13], a BFGS algorithm with Wolfe line-search [4]. HANSO is already
used in the Matlab package HIFOO to solve problems of control theory, following a totally
different approach than conic optimization [14].
• The eigenvalue decomposition for symmetric matrices, used for projecting onto the SDP
cone, is simply achieved by Matlab’s built-in linear algebra function eig, in turn based on
LAPACK’s function DSYEV.
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We insist on the following features:
• Simplicity: the SDLS package consists of only 4 Matlab interpreted m-files, summing up
to about 50 lines of code (excluding comments and input argument parsing), calling one
external package and a built-in linear algebra function.
• Easy-to-use: SDLS has the same syntax as the widely used freeware SeDuMi for solving lin-
ear problems over convex symmetric cones [47]. Note also that, like in SeDuMi, symmetric
matrices are represented as a vector of n2 entries by stacking the columns.
The basic calling syntax is:
[x,y] = sdls(A,b,c,K)
Input arguments A, b, c are real-valued matrices as in (4). If the third input argument c is
empty or unspecified, then it is set to zero. Though data sparsity is not directly exploited by the
algorithm, SDLS benefits of sparsity for matrix-vector multiplications, and A, b, c can be Matlab
objects of class sparse. We refer to the online documentation [22] for the advanced use: we
can control the algorithm behaviour (accuracy, maximum number of iterations...) by specifying
optional parameters. Note finally that, even though SeDuMi and SDLS share basically the same
calling syntax, they do not solve the same problem: SeDuMi is aimed at solving (3) and not (4).
We can compare them only for conic feasibility problems, in the absence of an objective function.
Constructed by projection, the primal iterates xk = x(yk) always satisfy the conic constraints
of the problem (1). The affine constraint is only attained asymptotically. The natural stopping
test in unconstrained differentiable optimization is that the gradient of the function is close to
zero. This has an interpretation in our framework: the norm of the gradient corresponds indeed
to the primal infeasibility residual ‖Axk− b‖, remember relation (10). In practice, the algorithm
stops when the relative infeasibility residual ‖Axk − b‖/(1 + ‖b‖) is less than a given threshold,
chosen by default at 10−6.
Again, the implementation of the algorithm in SDLS is probably not the most efficient. It
is not meant to outperform neither the private advanced implementations of this method, nor
other methods solving the same problem. Our main goal is to provide a simple, user-friendly, free
software for solving projection problems onto conic feasibility domains. For more details on the
syntax, for installation and advanced use, refer to the web site and the online documentation [22].
6 Numerical experiments
In this section, we illustrate the behavior of the projection algorithm and we show its validity for
conic feasibility problems. We also compare it with the standard approach consisting in using
interior-point methods. A more complete numerical study and comparison with SDP feasibility
solvers is beyond the scope of this paper. We compare our solver to SeDuMi [47], one of the best
SDP solver under Matlab. We focus on two types of semidefinite feasibility problems: random
SDP problems and polynomial SOS decomposition problems. The latter problems are generated
with the Matlab toolbox GloptiPoly 3 [23].
Our experiments are carried out with Matlab 7.4 under Linux, running on a PC with Intel
Pentium D CPU at 3.00Ghz equipped with 2GB of RAM. We use SDLS 1.2, SeDuMi 1.1R3 and
GloptiPoly 3.3.
6.1 Random dense SDP instances
We generate random dense SDP feasibility problems with the following Matlab code:
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m = 100; n = 100;
A = randn(m, n^2);
X = orth(randn(n));
X = X’*diag(rand(n,1))*X;
b = A*X(:);
c = [];
K = []; K.s = n;
Entries of matrix A are normally distributed random numbers (mean zero, standard deviation
one). Vector b is generated in such a way that there exists a strictly feasible solution X with
eigenvalues uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Vector c is empty since we are only interested
in finding a feasible point. Structure K has a field K.s indicating that entries in vector x correspond
to a symmetric matrix X of size n in the SDP cone.
We solve the SDP problems with the following instructions:
pars = []; pars.eps = 1e-6;
[x,y] = sdls(A,b,c,K,pars);
[x,y] = sedumi(A,b,c,K,pars);
where the first instruction indicates the expected relative accuracy ε on solution x. The meaning
is as follows:
• SDLS: relative accuracy on primal infeasibility residual: ‖Ax− b‖ ≤ ε(1 + ‖b‖);
• SeDuMi: duality gap c⊤x− b⊤y ≤ ε.
Other solver parameters are set to their default values.
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Figure 1: Comparative CPU times for random dense SDP feasibility problems with fixed cone
size n = 100 and varying number of constraints m.
On Figure 1 we represent computational times required by SDLS and SeDuMi to output a
solution satisfying the above accuracy constraints, when the size of matrix X is fixed to n = 100,
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Figure 2: Comparative CPU times for random dense SDP feasibility problems with fixed number
of constraints m = 100 and varying cone size n.
and the number of linear constraints m varies from 10 to 1000. We observe that both solvers have
an experimental computational cost of O(m2), but SDLS is significantly faster than SeDuMi.
On Figure 2, the number of constraints is fixed to m = 100, and the SDP cone size n varies
from 10 to 1000. Here too, we observe that both solvers have an experimental complexity between
O(n2) and O(n3), but SDLS is significantly faster than SeDuMi, except for small problems
(n ≤ 20). For n = 785, for memory reasons, SeDuMi could not solve the problem on our
computer. For n = 1000, SDLS failed for the same reason (a dense matrix A of this size requires
80MB of storage in IEEE double precision).
We also note that SDLS typically requires many iterations, but each iteration, as a first-order
quasi-Newton step, is relatively cheap. In comparison, SeDuMi requires a few iterations, but as
a second-order method, one iteration is often more expensive than a whole run of SDLS.
6.2 Random sparse SDP instances
Data sparsity is fully exploited in the linear algebra routines of SeDuMi, but not in SDLS. We
test both solvers on random SDP instances with a sparse A matrix generated by the instruction:
A = sprandn(m,n^2,density);
where density is a number between 0 and 1, the expected ratio of nonzero entries over the total
number of entries.
On Figure 3 we represent computation times required by SDLS and SeDuMi on sparse prob-
lems with n = m = 200 and a density ranging from 5% to 100%. We observe that SDLS does not
really benefit from data sparsity, whereas the performance of SeDuMi (in terms of computation
time) is significantly improved for sparse problems. Yet, for these examples, SDLS is always sig-
nificantly faster than SeDuMi. Thus it performs well on sparse structured semidefinite feasibility
problems, even though it does not exploit sparsity.
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Figure 3: Comparative CPU times for random sparse SDP feasibility problems with fixed SDP
cone size n = 200, fixed number of linear constraints m = 200 and density varying between 5%
and 100%.
6.3 Infeasible SDP example
In the case of degenerate problems with empty interior, successive iterates produce an approx-
imate dual Farkas vector (remind Section 3.3). Let us illustrate this observation on a simple
example.
We consider problem (1) with data
A =
[
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
]
, b =
[
1
−ε
]
with K the 2-by-2 SDP cone, and ε a small positive parameter. For (4) the optimal value is −∞
and the dual problem has no solution.
When ε = 10−6, the behavior of SDLS is as follows:
>> A=[1 1 0 0;0 0 0 1];b=[1;-1e-6];c=[];K=[];K.s=2;
>> [x,y]=sdls(A,b,c,K);
(...)
SDLS suspects infeasibility
>> x’
ans =
1.0e+10 *
1.4629 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
>> y’
ans =
1.0e+26 *
0.0000 -4.2802
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The vector y gives an approximate Farkas direction. First, the vector y can be normalized, for
example as y/‖y‖. It turns out that it is interesting to consider
yF := y / b
⊤y.
We observe indeed that yF is an approximation of Farkas vector, in the sense that ‖x(yF )‖ is
small (remind Lemma 3.4(ii)). Moreover this norm can be computed directly from previous
calculations: the properties of the projection yields
x(yF ) = PK(A
⊤y/b⊤y) = x(y)/b⊤y,
and thus
‖x(yF )‖ =
‖x(y)‖
|b⊤y|
.
Both terms of the quotient are computed when computing the value of dual function (remind (9)).
In the illustrative example of this section, we have
>> norm(x/(b’*y))
ans =
3.4179e-11
The above argumentation is valid for any problem with c = 0. (Note that in this case b 6= 0,
otherwise X = 0 is an obvious solution). So we add in SDLS a test of the form
‖x(yk)‖
2 ≤ nε(b⊤yk)
2
when infeasibility is suspected.
When ε = 10−9, the behavior of SDLS is as follows:
>> A=[1 1 0 0;0 0 0 1];b=[1;-1e-9];c=[];K=[];K.s=2;
>> [x,y]=sdls(A,b,c,K);
(...)
SDLS suspects marginal feasibility
>> x’
ans =
1.0694 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
>> y’
ans =
1.0e+08 *
0.0000 -6.9104
>> norm(x/(b’*y))
ans =
0.3779
which illustrates that in this case, SDLS suspects that the problem is almost feasible.
6.4 Random SOS SDP instances
In this section we compare the performance of SDLS and SeDuMi on SDP problems coming from
polynomial SOS decompositions. The SDP problems are generated with GloptiPoly 3 as follows:
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p = 3; d = 2;
mpol(’z’,p,1);
P = msdp(min((z’*z)^d));
[A,b,c,K] = msedumi(P);
A = [c’;-A]; c = [];
n = K.s; m = size(A,1);
X = orth(randn(n));
X = X’*diag(rand(n,1))*X;
b = A*X(:);
In the above script, p denotes the number of variables of the polynomial and d is equal to half
its degree (p=3 and d=2 hence corresponds to a trivariate quartic). The matrix A generated
with this code has a quasi-Hankel sparsity pattern typical of SOS SDP problems. Vector b is
generated in such a way that there exists a strictly feasible solution X, and therefore that there
exists a corresponding strictly positive SOS polynomial.
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Figure 4: Comparative CPU times for random SOS SDP feasibility problems with fixed half-
degree d = 2, 3 and number of variables p varying between 1 and 12.
On Figure 4 we represent computation times required by SDLS and SeDuMi when d is fixed
and p varies. Only values of d and p corresponding to problems with m ≤ 2000 are considered.
On Figure 5, p is fixed and d varies under the same size constraints. We observe that SDLS and
SeDuMi perform similarly for these specialized sparse SDP problems.
Note that SDLS has no preconditioning process, and it does not exploit either the special
structure of the problem nor the sparsity parttern. There is room for improvement in the direction
of designing a special implementation of SDLS for a target problem. For example, a more evolved
version of SDLS designed for SOS would require an algorithm to compute eigendecomposition
for quasi-Hankel matrices. We are not aware of such an algorithm.
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of variables p = 3, 4 and half-degree d varying between 1 and 10.
6.5 Regularization for SOS SDP problems
To illustrate the regularization for SOS SDP feasibility problems proposed in Section 4.2, we
consider the bivariate quartic polynomial
p(t) = (1− t1t2)
2 + t1
2
which is a sum of two squares. The corresponding SDP feasibility problem (1) can be generated
with the following GloptiPoly commands:
mpol t 2
p=(1-t(1)*t(2))^2+t(1)^2;
P=msdp(min(p));
[A,b,c,K,b0]=msedumi(P);
A=[c’;-A];b=-[b0;b];c=[];
Matrix A has size 14-by-36, and K is the cone of 6-by-6 positive semidefinite matrices. The
behavior of SDLS on this problem is as follows:
>> [x,y]=sdls(A,b,c,K);
(...)
bfgs: iter 197: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.49911, gnorm = 5.7e-04
bfgs: iter 198: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.49912, gnorm = 2.6e-04
bfgs: iter 199: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.49914, gnorm = 7.1e-04
bfgs: iter 200: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.49915, gnorm = 9.2e-04
bfgs: 200 iterations reached, f = -2.49915, gnorm = 9.2e-04
SDLS suspects marginal feasibility
>> yf=y/(b’*y);norm(yf)
ans =
19
7.8996e+06
>> xf=x/(b’*y);norm(xf)
ans =
0.1227
The maximum number of iterations (default = 200) is reached and SDLS failed to reduce the
gradient norm below the threshold (default = 10−6). From the computed quantities ‖yF ‖ and
‖xF ‖ (see the definitions in the previous section) infeasibility cannot be suspected, and hence
the Slater assumption is likely to be violated, i.e. there may be no interior point to the SDP
feasibility problem.
To avoid this, we proposed in Section 4.2 a regularization process for SOS decomposition
problems, that consists in testing positivity of the perturbed polynomial pε(t) = p(t)+εq(t) with
q(t) a strictly SOS polynomial, and ε a small positive number. With this regularization, SDLS
behaves much better, even with a quite small ε. Consider for example the following numerical
example with ε = 10−8. Here we build the perturbed polynomial with the help of
q(t) = ‖[1, t1, t2, t1
2, t1t2, t2
2]‖2 = 1 + t1
2 + t2
2 + t1
4 + t1
2t2
2 + t2
4.
The GloptiPoly commands to generate the associated SDP feasibility problem are:
q=mmon(t,2);q=q’*q;
e=1e-8;
P=msdp(min(p+e*q));
[A,b,c,K,b0]=msedumi(P);
A=[c’;-A];b=-[b0;b];c=[];
The behaviour of SDLS is as follows:
>> [x,y]=sdls(A,b,c,K);
(...)
bfgs: iter 130: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.48887, gnorm = 6.6e-06
bfgs: iter 131: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.48887, gnorm = 4.4e-06
bfgs: iter 132: step = 1.0e+00, f = -2.48887, gnorm = 7.4e-07
bfgs: gradient norm below tolerance, quit at iteration 132, f = -2.48887
SDLS finds a feasible point
We finish by illustrating the sensitivity of the behaviour with respect to ε, showing that, as
expected, SDLS has more troubles when ε gets smaller. We build the perturbed polynomial pε(t)
for various values of the regularization parameter ε. On Figure 6 we represent the number of
BFGS iterations as a function of parameter ε. On Figure 7 we represent the norm of the last
iterate y of SDLS as a function of parameter ε.
6.6 Concluding remarks
The paper investigates a new approach to solve conic feasibility problems. The idea is to project
a point onto the feasible region; the structure of this least-squares problem permits to develop
a family of dual methods to solve them (see Algorithm 2.1). This approach enjoys nice geomet-
rical features and interesting theoretical properties - in particular when the Slater assumption
(existence of a strictly feasible point) is in force.
We have presented a simple Matlab implementation of one instance of the family to assess the
approach. We call this software SDLS for semidefinite least-squares. First numerical experiments
illustrate that our implementation is competitive with state-of-the-art interior-point algorithms,
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Figure 7: Norm ‖y‖ of final iterate as a function of regularization parameter ε for an SOS SDP
problem with no interior point.
such as the infeasible primal-dual method of SeDuMi, for a relatively small expected relative
accuracy. One should bear in mind however that SeDuMi is a sophisticated software consisting of
highly optimized compiled code, whereas our implementation in SDLS consists of approximately
50 lines of interpreted Matlab code (excluding input argument parsing and comments) using only
Matlab’s built-in numerical linear algebra functions, and an external public-domain optimization
package.
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Moreover, projection algorithms following the scheme of Algorithm 2.1 are still under devel-
opment; recent algorithms of that form [43, 5] use Newton-like to solve the dual problem and
they appear to be very efficient. So we believe that more evolved versions of SDLS may still
give better numerical results for conic feasibility problems. Obviously, it is not the purpose of
this paper to compare different software to solve projection problems. Here we presented a new
methodology based on projections for solving the important conic feasibility problems, and we
gathered tokens that this projection approach could be considered as an alternative to interior
points methods in this context.
Instructions for reviewers
Reviewers of this paper are invited to download SDLS 1.2 and its documentation at the following
address
http://www.laas.fr/~henrion/software/sdls/sdls1.2.tar.gz
Alternatively, they may contact the Editor or Associate Editor who should have the software
files.
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